ENQUIRY / NOTICE SEEKING QUOTATIONS FROM REPUTED CONTRACTOR TO CARRY OUT CIVIL WORKS
REFERENCE No. 01/CIVIL WORKS/ES OFFICE/2021-22 DATED 06-07-2021

SCOPE OF WORK

विषय / SUBJECT : OPEN TO SKY (OTS) AREA COVERING BY GLASS FRAME ABOVE THE MS(MILD STEEL) FRAME

Complaint: OTS area presently covered with mild steel frame type. Fixing is flat and also the covered glass that is not fixed to the frame due to which bricks are present on top for load. It requires a permanent solution.

Action to be initiated: The MS frame needs to be elevated and tilted to a particular angle which is achieved by welding method and above glass sheet needs to be fixed with screw mechanism. When it rains water will slide away and when wind blows the screw holding mechanism will hold it firmly. The OTS will then be robust.

Place of Execution - INDIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
P.B No. 8005, C.V. Raman Avenue, Bengaluru -560 080,
Phone No. 080-2266 1224/91-080-22661200 / 22661203 Fax: 080-2361 6094

Date of Completion of work: Within 03 days from the issuance of WO / actual date will be notified by the Academy
GST extra as applicable shall be included in the quotation.

Dimensions: Length of the OTS = 13 feet & breadth = 5 feet

Method:

1. The existing flat MS frame should be retained
2. The new frame should be elevated by 1 feet on the one side ( 13 feet side ) and 2 feet on the other side ( 13 feet side ) which will make the frame tilted
3. Throughout the periphery below the frame grill type mild steel work needs to be done so that unwanted materials does not enter
4. Before that periphery grill work frame should be fixed and after MS frame fixing glass with screw mechanism should be fixed glass should be 1 foot more than the frame width, i.e. 14 feet X 6 feet
5. Since the glass is already available, we need the following
   • Periphery grill work ( Mild steel )
   • Tilted frame work ( Mild steel )
   • Glass fixing work ( Material available in site )
   • Labor charges for the complete process

We suggest you visit the site and assess the actual measurements. Your quotation for execution of the above works be submitted in a sealed cover before 15 July 2021.

[Signature]

N. MAHESH CHANDRA
Executive Secretary